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Is 2

Angeles last week but it was no visitation for Los Angeles. Most of them

didntt know I was there. It did not bring an effect upon them. It wouldn't

be ths word. at all. The Lord will visit it means He will bring a eat

change tc it. He'll either,-.take Tyre and reduce it from its great power down

or He takes it from a low position and builds it up, and so here doubtless we

have it, Tyre is reduced and wrecked, destroyed by the Chald.eans.When the Lord.

visits it, it is-built-up again, and so Tyre is built up after seventy years

but Tyre does not look to the lard then. She returns to her hire and. commits

fornication with all the kingdoms of thc world upon the face of the earth.

Instead, of setting her cut, praising God for her deliverance, and setting out

again t0 be a great successful, setting out to be a force for doing His will,

they are simply reestablishing themselves in their own might. It is very

similar to the expression which they had. on automobiles and houses during the

war, "There'll always be an England." Now wh3! on earth should there always

be an England? It's the great feeling of the people, "even t ough we are

wrecked, even though we are devastated, we're going to rise from the ashes

and be greter than ever. But tbatts not what the Lord. says. The Lord.

says if you are true to Him you shall rise and. be powerful, if you are true

to Him He will give you blessing, if you are willing to serve Him He will

use you for His purposes but He doesn't say that you have a right to say that

you are anything in yourself and. that there will always be whatever you are.

You may be destroyed., you may 5e utterly wrecked. You cannot say what the

lord's will may be in it and. it is only if you are serving Kim and He has

purpose in it that you can be sure what the future is going to be.

Is 3

That is a spirit which the. lord rebukes, that spirit of saying, "Oh, well, wetre

a eat people. No matter what happens we're going to continue to be proud of

it. Here they are going to e given another chance. ritain was practically
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